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Chairman’s Message 

 
Hi Everybody, 

 
I have spoken to quite a few songwriters in the past 

month who have said that they wanted to enter the 

2016 Australian Songwriting Contest, but hadn’t got 

around to it. Well let me tell you that even if you are 
the best tunesmith in the world, you can’t win if you 

are not in the running, so hurry up and get your 

entries in before the competition closes. 

 

Congratulations to all our Members who won a seat at 
the Support Act Limited Function at the Ivy. The talent 

sitting at that table was amazing, and every one of 

them did the ASA proud. Check out the great Bob King 

photo in the mag. 
 

This month Vice Chairman and Editor Alan Gilmour 

has done his usual incredible job of getting a jam packed eNewsletter out, just in 

time for winter. So settle in by the fire or heater and spend time catching up with 
what is going on in ‘Songwriter World’. This month I was intrigued by the fantastic 

Damian Leith /Donna Dyson interview, and how Damien ‘Skype’ writes. 

 

Anyway, judging for the annual Contest will begin soon, and it looks like this year will 
be the best yet. Don’t forget, if you have a gem of a song, stick it in, before the 

closing date. 

 

See you at the Wax Lyricals. 

 
Denny Burgess 

Chairman 

 

Editor’s Message  
 
Welcome to the June 2016 edition of The Australian Songwriter. 

 

In this edition, we feature an interview with songwriters, Damien Leith and Donna 

Dyson, which was recorded at the 2015 National Songwriting Awards. There is also 

an interview with 2015 International category winners, DF3 and an article on 
singer/songwriter, Bec Fielding, as well as all the usual stuff.  

 

The Australian Songwriter welcomes written contributions from ASA members and 

readers of the magazine.  If you have anything that you would like to say about 
yourself, other songwriters/musicians/artists/new releases or upcoming events, 

simply send your contribution via email to the Editor at alang@asai.org.au. 

 

Cheers, 
 

Alan Gilmour 

Editor and Vice Chairman    

The Australian Songwriters Association 
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2016 Australian Songwriting Contest Announcement 

 
The 2016 Australian Songwriting Contest will be closing on 15 June 2016, so 

please get your entries in now! To enter, please go to the ASA website at 
www.asai.org.au and follow the links.  

 

As in previous years, there are thirteen categories into which songs and lyrics can be 

entered: 
 

 Australia 

 Ballad 

 Contemporary Pop/Dance 

 Country 
 Folk/Acoustic 

 Instrumental 

 International 

 Lyrics 
 Open 

 Rock/Indie 

 Songs for Children 

 Spiritual 
 Youth 

 

The contest is open to both ASA members and non-members. 

 
In 2016, every entrant is a winner. Thanks to valued sponsor, Hal Leonard, every 

single entrant will receive a three month subscription to the fabulous online 

Songwriters’ tool, “Noteflight”. This is worth $99, and it’s the first time ever that we 

have been able to look after 100% of the songwriters involved in our contest! 

 
Judging will commence immediately after the close of the contest, and entrants will 

be advised, in stages, of their progress in the contest.  The first round judging will 

provide a short list of songs for further judging. The second round judging will 

narrow the field down to the Top 30 songs in each Category.  The third round of 
judging will provide the Top 10 songs in each category, which will be announced at 

the 2016 National Songwriting Awards, to be held later in the year.  

 

The winners of each category will be asked to attend the 2016 National Songwriting 
Awards, to collect their prizes and trophies, and to perform their winning songs to 

the awards night audience.   

 

The ASA Board of Directors will also select two important prizes from among the 

songs entered into the 2016 contest.  The APRA/ASA Songwriter of the Year will 
be chosen from the winners of each of the thirteen categories.  The Rudy 

Brandsma Award will be presented in recognition of songwriting excellence by an 

ASA member during the course of the contest. The winner will be chosen from 

among all ASA member song entrants attending on the night.   
 

It’s now time to enter your original songs into the contest. Best of luck in the 

contest! 

 

 

http://www.asai.org.au/
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Interview: Damien Leith and Donna Dyson 

 

 
Photo: Songwriting partners, Damien Leith and Donna Dyson being 

interviewed by music journalist, Bernie Howitt, at the 2015 National 

Songwriting Awards. 

 
Songwriting partners, Damien Leith and Donna Dyson were special guests at the 

2015 National Songwriting Awards. They were interviewed on stage by music 

journalist, Bernie Howitt.  

 
Here is a transcript of the interview. 

 

ASA: We have a team today. When you think about Goffin and King, Lennon and 

McCartney, Dyson and Leith, we have the team. And it’s a different experience, I’m 

guessing, to write as a team, as opposed to just sitting in your room, pulling 
something out for yourself.   

 

Can you tell us about writing together and how you came to write as a team? 

 
Damien: We came together a couple of years ago, now. Donna got in touch with me 

and said “hey, why don’t we get together and start doing some songwriting 

together?” We met in Sydney, and I have to say that it’s been one of the greatest 

collaborations for me over the last cope of years, because Donna and I just sort of 
hit it off straight away, and it’s great when you get that chemistry when you’re 

songwriting together. You have times when you’re struggling through lyrics, times 

when you’re motivated and we both seemed very motivated.   
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ASA: How do you share music and lyrics? Is there a process, or is it just what come 

out? 

 
Donna: We probably write quite organically. We start with coffee and banana bread, 

that’s sort of our routine. 

 

Damien:  That is our routine and it’s our recommendation!  
 

Donna: So that’s the first thing. The second thing is that we both come 

independently from music in very professional backgrounds. So our work ethic is 

certainly a large contributor to the outpour of the prolific amount of work that we 
have in our catalogue now. I did fly down from Brisbane to Sydney, and it worked 

from the moment that the banana bread was consumed, to the time for me to fly 

back north.   

 
It’s a pretty tight turnaround for us. The music and lyric is a very organic process for 

us. We start with a chord, literally, and a theme sometimes, on the way back from 

the coffee shop. Sometimes we have something specific to write for. I have different 

opportunities up in Queensland that I write for. I’ve been a composer in residence for 

different places. One of them is a fantastic, large concert that’s held around August/ 
September each year, called Brisbane Sings, which has 645 voices on stage this 

year. The audience packs out the concert hall of the Q Pac. Sometimes, we have 

opportunities to do those sorts of things. It’s all different types of work, but it’s 

organic, the words and music come together, don’t they? 
 

ASA: And you’re here tonight, and we have young and not-so-young aspiring 

songwriters. What role do competitions play? Are they of valuable part of training? 

 
Damien:  I come from a competition background, so for me, competitions are really 

a very, very important part of the whole industry, because they’re important, 

especially for songwriters. I came here last year, and one of the things that I really 

took from last year’s awards, was that there is a great community of songwriters out 

there. It’s really important to recognize the great work that everyone is doing. It’s 
inspiring as well. It’s great to win, but it’s also great to be nominated as well. It 

gives you that inspiration to keep going, and to strive to write the next song, and to 

enter the next competition. It’s a really, really important thing. 

 
ASA: So, if you had to say, both of you, to encourage songwriting by the kids here 

now, what advice would you give to start out, to really hone your craft, to get where 

you guys have got to? 

 
Donna: I think that, what I mentioned before, that Damien and I both come from 

very professional backgrounds, and it is work. We don’t see it as going into the cave 

and waiting for inspiration. We certainly work diligently at our craft daily, and writing 

is a very big part of that, finding work for your songs, exploiting the songs, and find 
a place for them with other singers, finding wonderful voices to perform our songs, 

to give them a different edge. The greatest advice I can give is to keep writing. 

 

Damien: And of course, have some banana bread. You can’t do without that! 

 
ASA: You do find these secrets here. Perhaps people don’t understand the role of 

banana bread. 
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And before we go, and get to hear Damien’s wonderful voice, I’ve got to ask, for 

those of my vintage, Damien, for three years, has been writing with Joe Melson, 

whose fame as a songwriter with Roy Orbison, is right up there in the stratosphere. I 
have to ask, how did you (Damien) just happen to be writing with one of the great 

songwriters in the history of rock ‘n’ roll? 

 

Damien: You know, I was really fortunate. I met Joe over in Nashville. For those 
who don’t know, Joe wrote “Crying”, “Only The Lonely” and “Blue Bayou”, and I met 

him in a hotel in Nashville, and we got talking, and he said “hey, would you like to do 

some writing? So, we went from there over to his house, and we wrote for five days 

straight, and we had an incredible time. He’s a real character, he’s just an amazing, 
amazing guy, absolutely gifted. There’s a reason why Joe’s written classic songs, 

because he really is an amazing guy. 

 

Since then, we’ve written every single Thursday via Skype, between Sydney and 
Nashville, and also, I’ve been over a few times as well. I’m back there, I’m singing 

on his album in January (2016). (This interview was recorded in December 2015).  

 

ASA: I can’t imagine what that must be like (audience claps). 

 
Damien: I’ve been very fortunate, he’s a lovely guy, and one thing, he really 

believes in songwriting, he believes in the art, and he’s the first person to get out 

there and promote anyone who’s an aspiring songwriter, so I’m sure you could reach 

out to him as well, and maybe see if he can give you some pointers. 
 

ASA: That just shows you just how far you can go with your songwriting and those 

sorts of dreams can come true. What’s it like working on Skype?  

 
Damien: Skype’s an interesting thing. (To the audience): Has anybody written on 

Skype? There’s always a delay and that’s the problem. You can’t say “OK, let’s play 

together”, it’s not going to happen. But surprisingly, it really works, and actually, for 

Joe and I, we’ve got a good way of working. We got used to it, and we’ve got about 

twenty brand new songs, which we’re really proud of. On Skype, it’s part of new 
technology.  

 

There all sorts of ways of writing songs now, you don’t have to be in the same room. 

It does help, but sometimes Skype’s good you can say “I gotta go” (laughs) when 
you’re having a bad session.  

 

ASA: Well thanks very much, Damien and Donna, it’s been great to hear the idea of 

technology, and team work in songwriting, two important things. I know everybody 
wants to hear Damien sing. His voice has become legendary, so thank you very 

much to the two of you for sharing your insights, and now we get to hear Damien 

sing, which has to be a good thing.  So thank you very much (audience applauds). 

 
Donna: Tonight we’d also just like to dedicate the first song to our spouces, because 

we really did write it for them, and they’re sitting over here, and they are our rocks. 

I think that everybody who is in an artistic field has a rock in their life that keeps 

them going and encourages them, so to Eileen, beautiful woman, and my beautiful 

husband, Andrew, thank you.  
 

(Audience applauds). 
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Wax Lyrical Roundup 

 
Perth WA 3 May 2016, Elephant and Wheelbarrow 
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Central Coast NSW 9 May 2016, Tall Timbers Hotel 
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Brisbane QLD 8 May 2016. Retro Bar 
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Hobart TAS 12 May 2016, The Homestead 

 

Sponsors Profiles: 

1. James North Productions, Brisbane QLD 
 

James North is an award winning 

Australian musician, producer, 

recording and mix engineer who 
works with local, national and 

international acts in his boutique 

studio environment in Brisbane. 

 
Clients of JNP have had radio play 

on all Australian radio networks, as 

well as European and USA 

networks (including satellite) and 

much of Asia. Records that James 
has produced have been sold 

across all continents. 

 

James also contributes to recordings when required as a session grade guitarist, bass 
player, piano/keyboard player and drummer. He is also a professional songwriter, 

arranger and composer and these skills are used daily in the production process. 

 

For further information, visit www.jamesnorthproductions.com.au. 

http://www.jamesnorthproductions.com.au/
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2. Mark Cawley, I Do Coach 

 

 
 

Mark Cawley is a hit U.S. songwriter and musician who coaches other writers and 
artists to reach their creative and professional goals. During his decades in the music 

business he has procured a long list of cuts with legendary artists ranging from Tina 

Turner, Joe Cocker, Chaka Khan and Diana Ross to Wynonna Judd, Kathy Mattea, 

Russ Taff, Paul Carrack, Will Downing, Tom Scott, Billie Piper, Pop Idol winners and 
The Spice Girls. To date his songs have been on more than 16 million records.  

 

Mark’s resume includes hits on the Pop, Country, R&B, Jazz, and Rock charts and 

several publishing deals with the likes of Virgin, Windswept Pacific, and 
Steelworks/Universal. Mark calls on his decades of experience in the publishing 

world, as an artist on major labels, co-writer with everyone from Eliot Kennedy and 

Burt Bacharach to Simon Climie and Kye Fleming, composing, and recording to 

mentor clients around the globe with iDoCoach.  
 

He is also a judge for the UK Songwriting Contest, Nashville Rising Star, a 

contributing author to USA Songwriting, Songwriter Magazine, sponsor for the ASA, 

judge for Belmont University's Commercial Music program and West Coast 

Songwriter events, a popular blogger and, from time to time, conducts his own 
workshops including ASCAP, BMI and Sweetwater Sound.  

 

3. Noteflight 

Noteflight is an online music writing application that lets 
you create, view, print and hear music notation with 

professional quality, right in your web browser. Join the 

world's most vibrant music composition community 

through these exclusive retail edition offers. 
 

Features include: 

 

 Write music on any computer, tablet or 

smartphone. 
 Shre scores in the cloud with other users. 
 You are always using the latest version. No 

expensive upgrades. 
 

Get a 3 year subscription for the price of a 2 year subscription (retail edition 

exclusive offer). 
 

For the 2016 Australian Songwriting Contest, Noteflight is providing every contest 

entrant with a 3 month subscription, valued at $99.95, for FREE. For the category 
winners, Noteflight will provide a package valued at $185.00, for FREE. For more 

information on Noteflight, simply go to www.noteflight.com.  

http://idocoach.com/kyefleming
http://idocoach.com/kyefleming
http://www.noteflight/
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DF3: 2015 International Category Winners (USA) 

 

Photo: 2015 International category Winners: DF3 

DF3 is a Brooklyn-based synth-pop band formed by three friends, Lino Castanares, 

Coa Lopez and Joe Alonso. All of them are professional musicians and producers. 

They won the 2015 International Category with their song, “Tell Me”.   

In 2013, they started their project, using only their free time, and little by little, the 

music started taking form, and finally became the journey called DF3.  

At 2014, they began recording their first album, written, recorded and produced by 

themselves and mixed by three great mixers: Michael Brauer, Dave Bascomb and 

Chris Zane.  

Michael Smith spoke to Lino and Joe from the band. 
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DF3: Hi, I’m Lino and I’m Joel. 

ASA: Tell us a bit about the song itself? 

From what I understand, it’s a very 

personal song? 

Lino: Yes, “Tell Me” is a song for which I 

mainly wrote the lyrics, but everyone 

corrected it (both laugh)! It’s like I 

made the topic and everyone gets into 

it, and the topic is very personal to me, 

because a friend of mine died from 

cancer, so the whole song is about how 

to live with the pain, and he was very 

young.  

ASA: It doesn’t come across as a dark 

or depressing song. There’s an uplifting 

quality, and I think that that is what makes it become more than a lament, or a loss. 

Joe: It’s a song about hope, you know.  

Lino: And at the end of the song there’s a “dancey” part, and it’s like you never 

forget the person, but you have to get on with your life.   

ASA: You’re both songwriters, but for this song, Lino was the principle lyricist. How 

does it usually break up then, in terms of who does what in the songwriting 

partnership? 

Lino: We start here in our studio here in Mexico City, and we set up two keyboards, 

one guitar, one bass and drums and we start jamming, and me, j or cor start with a 

melody and take it from there. Sometimes with the melody theme of the song, we 

make only intro, verso and chorus and we end up with a composition.  

Last year we wrote thirty songs and we only recorded eight.  

ASA: It’s the lyrics that drive the melody, but in this case, it was the melody that 

allowed you access to the lyric? 

Joe: In our case, it’s the melody that speaks first  

Lino: Give us a hook and that becomes a feeling and that becomes the lyrics. 

ASA: You’ve released Tell Me as a single in the US, how did it go? 

Lino: It’s going great. We’ve been awarded best band in the Toronto Festival. We 

were like “What?” We are indie. We don’t have a manager, a label, we don’t have 

anything. We do it all by ourselves and the music is making its way through the 

industry. We have a great response when we play live. The response is amazing.  

ASA: DF3, Thank you very much Lino, thank you, Joel.   

Lino and Joe: Thank you very much. 
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ASA Songwriter Showcase on the NSW Central Coast 9 May 2016 

 

The second in the series of ASA Songwriter Showcases was held on 9 May 2016 on 

the NSW Central Coast. The showcases feature songwriters who were finalists in the 

2015 Australian Songwriting Contest. 

The NSW Central Coast Songwriter Showcase was a great success, drawing an 

audience of enthusiastic performers and listeners. The show featured songs by 2015 

finalists, Lola Brinton, Jim Williams, Alan Hargreaves, Chelsea Berman and 

Kerrie Garside, plus other regular performers. 

Thanks to our Regional Co-Ordinator, Kerrie Garside, for arranging this great 

showcase. 
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Songwriter Interview: Beck Fielding 

 

Beck Fielding is a powerful 
performer who has the substance 

of Adele, the guts and originality 

of a “lounge” Amy Winehouse, 

the vocal versatility and mood of 

Norah Jones and the power to 
deliver a song like Melissa 

Etheridge. Beck permeates your 

mood with such a presence in her 

voice it is impossible to ignore. 
 

Leading you along with a tough 

gutsy vocal style, she surprises 

you and unexpectedly caresses 
your senses with her angelic 

voice.  

 

Cascading over her colourful, 
percussive guitar style, Beck’s 

expansive vocal range, rich 

vibrato and sweet falsetto beautifully meld to create a distinct musical experience: 

The Beck Zone! 

 
Streaming from deep, considered, thought-provoking songs to light-hearted catchy 

tunes, Beck’s lyrics are a precious commodity and her melodies weave their magical 

web to reflect her intensity and passion. 

 
She is fun and cheeky, sharp and quick witted, with an air about her that lets you 

know she is street-wise. Beck is a recording artist and more than just a 

Singer/Songwriter. She is a sensitive musical medium, channeling all that is good in 

this universe through her special style. The overwhelming outcome is her voice and 
beautifully crafted songs that reach deep into your soul. Her life experience has 

allowed her to develop a cheeky sense of humour, and when you least expect it, she 

treats you to a gentle peek into her warm and playful character. 

 

-0- 
 

ASA: When did you first become interested in music and what instrument did you 

first play? 

 
Beck: Piano was my first instrument. I started out looking over the shoulder of one 

my school friends who was learning to play at about 7/8 years of age. My mum 

bought an electric organ (with foot pedals) for the house and I taught myself how to 

play "The Entertainer" by ear. Shortly after that mum put me into lessons and I 
continued learning piano by Suzuki method i.e. by ear. 

 

ASA: What led you to songwriting? 

 
Beck: It was a natural progression from learning piano. For me, I wanted more than 

just to learn what other people did. As the creative being I was, I needed to find my  
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own voice. At 19, I lived in a very bohemian share house, filled with wildly creative 

people. We were in a band Cutting Up New Territory and at that time, I picked up the 
acoustic guitar. Someone else in the band was playing keys.  

 

The songs I wrote then were more like poetry with musical backing and were purely 

an avenue to express the way I felt about life ...it wasn't until I heard Missy Higgins' 
"Scar" on the radio years later that I first thought my songs had any place in the 

world, beyond my lounge room or a friend's back yard party. 

 

I moved to Sydney Oct 2004 and started heading out to open mic. nights. John 
Chesher, who ran a weekly songwriter night, dragged me over to the Excelsior in 

Surry Hills where I got to test out my songs and perform on a stage with decent 

sound and lights. My leg shook uncontrollably for about the first two years, but I 

started to get a thirst for the buzz of performing and kept going pretty much every 
week. I really loved being accompanied by the house guitarist, Olly Agostino. It was 

incredibly validating to have an accomplished musician want to get up there with me. 

 

Other songwriters talked regularly about these Pat Pattison songwriter workshops 

they were going to, and I eventually found myself there as well. Pat's workshops had 
quite an impact on my songwriting, and lead to membership with the Sydney branch 

of the Nashville Songwriting International Association (NSAI) where I furthered my 

craft and eventually got into the studio to record my first EP. 

 
ASA:  Can you tell us a bit about your EP? 

 

Beck: "Hurricane" (the song) was largely inspired by my involvement with an 

American Indian healing circle that ran in the ACT and Sydney, and a movie 
called "Home, the Movie about Earth". Medicine Crow shared American Indian 

teachings with us about being connected to ourselves, Mother Earth and the feminine 

principle.  

 

Hurricane essentially came into being after I watched Home until 3.00 am, one night. 
I was shattered by the images that showed the damage we are inflicting on the 

Earth, the same Earth that sustains our life. We hide the truth from ourselves, we 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqxENMKaeCU
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gloss over it, but that movie struck a deep 

chord with me and I wrote the song to 

(hopefully) create a shift in mindset. In 
hindsight I could perhaps have made "Almost 

Touched Love" the title track of that EP, 

however I felt incredibly passionate about 

healing the Earth at the time - and still do - so 
the weight stayed with that song. 

 

The EP was produced over an 18 month period 

with James Englund from Crash Symphony 
Productions. James is an extraordinary 

producer and songwriter, who I discovered at 

the Excelsior Hotel in Glebe one night. I was 

hooked from the first song he and then 
counterpart Steve Iuliano, played in their duo 

Crash Symphony. With upbeat, intense tracks 

like Children of America through to more 

sensitive stories of love lost expressed in 

songs like The Day I Lost Her Touch, Crash 
Symphony fuelled and inspired my songwriting 

significantly, and I luckily had the good 

fortune of recording with James a couple years 

after that night at the X. 
 

I launched "Hurricane" at the Basement, March 2011 which was another bucket list 

item for me. 

 
Since then I've recorded three singles - "Bluer than the Moon", "This Girl" and 

"Colour Blind". I have plenty more to record, just not the dollars at this time ;-) 

 

ASA: Where are you trying to take your music career (and how will you get there)? 

 
To bigger stages, in short. I've played at a lot of small venues and pubs around 

Sydney - mostly songwriter nights with a few of the bigger venues like LazyBones, 

The Factory Theatre, The Lair and The Metro in the mix. I'm looking to step onto 

larger stages with bigger audiences - in saying that, a small intimate venue with an 
attentive audience is gold to a performer so it's not always about size! I'm also 

looking to get out beyond the city limits and share my music with country people at 

music festivals and so on. I'm from the country originally - Tocumwal on the NSW 

side of the Murray River - and am keen to see how my music will go down with 
country folk.  

 

In terms of how I'm going to get there, it seems to be all about gaining exposure 

through hash-tagging these days! As an independent artist who does everything: the 
songwriting, the demos, the Facebook events, the website, the marketing...I've 

gotten caught up in the trap of (a) thinking I'm the only one who struggles as an 

independent artist! and (b) looking at life through a microscope.  

 

Social media sites like Instagram provide artists with a direct line to audiences 
across the world. We are not limited by time and distance the way we were 20 years 

ago: live performance and record companies are not the only avenues to explore. So 

at present, I am re-evaluating what it means to "connect with an audience". What I 

http://www.crashsymphony.com.au/
http://www.crashsymphony.com.au/
https://youtu.be/a4ZsQMAuWKY
https://youtu.be/qP3BYytxELE
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see ahead of me is defining and testing my social media strategy, finding out what 

works, what connects with people and how I can maintain my authenticity and 

integrity with the content I produce. By that I mean being clear about who I am as 
an artist and communicating that through my image and sound. There's an audience 

out there for me in the seven billion people who live in this world! 

 

I'm also open to co-writing here in Australia, or with songwriters in Nashville, 
depends on the opportunities that come up. As the old adage says, sometime it 

comes down to the right place, right time. So it's just one foot step after the next. 

 

Beck’s Recent Achievements: 

 Played at the Tamworth Country Music Festival (Hogs Breath Cafe, Peel St 
Stage & Post Office Hotel), Jan 2016; 

 Finalist for the Australian Songwriting Association songwriter’s 

competition, Dec 2015; 

 Semi-finalist for the APRA Professional Development Awards, Nov 2015; 

 Independently funded production of ‘This Girl’ and ‘Colour Blind’ (i.e. 2x 
singles) in collaboration with Steve Manovski of Origami Studios and Sammy 

Vincent (guitarist for Guy Sebastian, Keith Urban, etc. 2015 (both singles 

waiting release); 

 Special guest at Canterbury Country (Sydney’s largest regular country gig), 

presented by Bob Howe, Canterbury-Hurlstone Park RSL, July 2015; 

 Placed 7th at the Nationals of the Emergenza band comp, Dec 2014; 

 Selected to represent the SSA at the Lugarno Festival, Sep 2014; 

 Finalist in the Observer Hotel open mic comp, July 2014; 

 ‘Bluer than the Moon’ selected for the Western Fringe Songwriters Network 

Volume 2 compilation CD, released through Regal Records, 2014; 

 ‘Almost Touched Love’ came 1st in ‘Heart on Your Sleeve’ category of the 
Broadjam (www.broadjam.com) 6 pack songwriting challenge, 2013; 

 ‘Bluer than the Moon’ came 4th in ‘The Sky is the Limit’ category of the 

Broadjam (www.broadjam.com) 6 pack songwriting challenge, 2013; 

 Rated 25th (overall) as an artist in the Broadjam (www.broadjam.com) 6 

pack songwriting challenge, 2013; 

 ‘Hurricane ‘selected for ‘Wild Women’ compilation CD, released through Regal 

Records, 2013; 

 Produced ‘Bluer Than the Moon’ single (online launch) with financial support 

and a publishing deal from Steven Taggliaferro, Blue Pharaoh Music, 2013; 

 Selected to play at the Winter Magic Festival in Katoomba, June 2013; 

 Voted ‘Judges Choice’ at the finals of a songwriter’s competition at The 
Basement, 2012; 

 Selected to represent the SSA at the Tamworth Country Music Festival, guest 

spot with Masters and Apprentices, Jan 2012;  

 Independently funded/co-produced ‘Hurricane’ EP, launched at The Basement, 

Mar 2011; 

 Radio airplay on Fame Music Radio (Johannesburg) and 6th on Fame Music 

Radio’s Top 10 through the Alliance group vote; and 

 For upcoming gigs, go to https://www.facebook.com/BeckFieldingMusic/events. 

http://www.broadjam.com/
http://www.broadjam.com/
http://www.broadjam.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BeckFieldingMusic/events
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Members News and Information 

1. Songwriters Meeting Point 

Perth WA lyricist, Patrick McMurray, is 

looking to pursue musical collaboration 

with like minded composers 

Patrick@patrickmcmurray.com. 

ASA member, Henry Hamad, is a 

lyricist who is looking for someone who 

would like to add music to his lyrics. If 

you can help Henry, please contact him 

on henry.hamad@gmail.com. 

ASA member, Donna Hotz, is a lyricist 

who is seeking a composer to help 

create songs from her lyrics. If you can 

help, please contact Donna on donna_hotz@hotmail.com. 

Sydney songwriter, Bob Brown is looking for a co-writer. His musical likes are 

“ballads/ country/ country rock/ guitar instrumental, but I'm open to whatever 

project.” 

 

“I've been in the Top 30 of ASA but never cracked it further in.” Bob has sent us 

some recordings which we are happy to pass on to anyone who is interested. 

Bob can be contacted on hbmarvin@gmail.com. 

Looking for somebody? Contact us on alang@asai.org.au. 

 

2. ASA Northern Rivers NSW Wax Lyrical: Change Of Venue 

Following the great Songwriter 

Showcase held on 21 April 2016 at 

Lismore Workers Club, the ASA Northern 

Rivers NSW monthly Wax Lyrical open 

mic. nights have a change of venue, 

thanks to the Lismore Workers Club. 

ASA Regional Co Ordinator for Northern 

Rivers NSW, Wendy J. Ford, writes: 

“Hey groovers, great news!! The ASA 

Wax Lyrical songwriting night has 

moved to Lismore Workers Club, in the 

Platinum Lounge (unless otherwise 

specified), from Monday 23 May at 6.30 pm.  

Free and acoustic, but a practice amp, and hopefully a keyboard, will be available, 

but just in case, bring your instrument or words. Food and drinks are available from 

the bar. Hope to see you there! Bookings: 0466 495 426.” 

mailto:Patrick@patrickmcmurray.com
mailto:henry.hamad@gmail.com
mailto:donna_hotz@hotmail.com
mailto:alang@asai.org.au
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3. Support Act Competition Winners 

Photo by Bob King: The ASA table at the Support Act event held on 18 May   

2016.  Back Row: Andy Mac, Katie Hardyman, Denny Burgess, Amanda 

Vance and Chris Stead.  Front Row: Kerrie Garside, Snez Dalceska, Elle 
Ellwood, Clare Burgess and Andi Cross. 

 

Congratulations to the ticket winners for the Support Act event, held on 18 May 2016 

at The Ivy in Sydney.  

4. ASA Member, Jim Ottaway’s Chart Success 

ASA member, Jim Ottaway, wrote to us in May to 

let us know that he has achieved chart success 

with his music albums. 

Invisible Vortex went to Number 1 on the One 

World Music Radio Top 100 Chart for May 2016. 

Jim’s latest album, Southern Cross, was Number 

5 on the same chart for April 2016. 

A third album, Liquid Moon, was equal Number 85 

on the Zone Music Reporter Top 100 Chart for 

March 2016. 

Congratulations, Jim! 
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5. Winter Jazz: June to August 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

Sydney Improvised Music Association (SIMA) is a not-for-profit association, 

formed in 1984, to support the performance of Jazz and Improvised Music.   

SIMA will be presenting a series of Winter Jazz concerts from June to August 2016. 
For more information, please go to www.sima.org.au. 

One concert of interest, to be held on 13 August, will feature 2014 ASA Folk/Acoustic 

Category winner, James Daley. 

Tickets can be booked online at sima.org.au or through the Seymour Centre, 

Sydney, Box Office on (02) 93517940. 

6. The Australian Songwriters Conference: 10 to 13 June 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just a reminder that the 2016 Australian Songwriters Conference will be held on 

the June 2016 Queen’s Birthday weekend, 10 to 13 June 2016, at the Ettalong Beach 

Tourist Resort at Ettalong Beach, NSW, just an hour north of Sydney. 

To register, simply go to www.australiansongwritersconference.com. 

 

http://www.sima.org.au/
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Above The Blue 

The ASA is always delighted to 

bring you stories about 
musicians, using their talents, for 

good causes. It’s made even 

more special when it involves one 

of our current members, Kelly 

Cork, along with a past member 
Col Finlay, who has since gone 

on to forge a successful career in 

music.  

 
He has kindly credited the ASA 

with playing a part in that 

journey. His music has made the 

Top Ten in the national charts 
and also the Top 20 in the 

Australian Country Music Charts. 

 

This is a story of music, mateship 
and a number of community 

partnerships, all rising to the 

occasion, to support and address 

a growing and often hidden illness, Anxiety and Depression.  

 
This illness very often does not get the attention it deserves. Sadly, there is still a 

degree of social stigma surrounding it, leading to many people choosing to suffer in 

silence. There is a sense of shame involved, especially surrounding blokes, who see 

it as a weakness rather than an illness. This perception often prevents them from 
discussing it or reaching out and seeking help.  Some tire of dragging the weight of 

their illness through life, and in search of peace and relief, they end their lives, 

leaving their loved ones to deal with the impact.   

 
This is where music steps in to play its part in providing a way to give hope in what 

must seem a hopeless situation to so many.  Depression doesn’t exclude musicians, 

and that fact came to the forefront at a jam session with a group of keen male 

musicians. Maleny QLD musician, Paul (Richo) Richardson, soon discovered it was an 

issue close to their hearts. He decided there and then that he needed to find a way 
to do something about raising awareness, and over a cuppa with his good mate and 

fellow musician, Col Finlay, the idea for making an album, with the proceeds going to 

National initiative, Beyond Blue, was born.  

 
Both Col and Richo have their own encounters with this disability, and have first-

hand knowledge of what a battle it is to get from day to day. They both have also 

lost mates and fellow musos, because it was easier for them to give up than keep 

struggling. So getting people talking about the illness is paramount to them, and 
what better way is there than to let music begin the conversation.  

 

Music speaks a universal language and can be a healing influence, whether you’re 

the one creating and performing music, or just someone who has a passion and love  
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Photo: The “Above The Blue” 

team. 
 

of music.  Music brings people 

together with a common interest 

and can create a safe haven 
where it is less intimidating to 

talk about topics that otherwise 

would cause embarrassment.  

 
Music has been both comforter 

and saviour to Col and Richo and 

no doubt to many others.  

Hopefully this album will be a key 
that opens the door to many 

shared discussions, if nothing else it will highlight that there are those who care and 

understand enough to do something positive about this sensitive issue.  

 

Driven and inspired by the support from the music community and their local 
business community which included Apex club Maleny; they quickly set about making 

it happen.  

 

That album was to become “Above the Blue”. It’s a mix of country, blues and roots 
and is an album designed to lift you. 

  

It wasn’t hard to find musicians willing to be involved, including six-time Golden 

Guitar winner, Luke O’Shea. As well as national artists, the album also features local 
Sunshine Coast Hinterland musicians such Kevin Borich and Kelly Cork. (Kelly took 

out 2nd place in the Open Category in the 2015 Australian Songwriting Contest,  not 

to mention Col Finlay and wife Nellie Donovan. Col’s song “Above the Blue” provided 

the album’s title, and Paul (Richo) Richardson who was co initiator, in turning an idea 

into a reality, also has a track on the album. Congratulations to all the great artists 
who provided their unique style and talent for such a great cause. 

 

The album is available by going to www.abovetheblue.org. Why not show your 

support by getting your own copy of a great album that has already raised close to 
$10,000, and growing, for Beyond Blue. A wonderful achievement by all involved! 

 

The ASA would also like to encourage anyone who reads this article, and has a 

problem, to contact your health professional, or one of the organisations, like Beyond 
Blue. Don’t let shame, pride and apprehension prevent you from seeking help to 

make your life better. After all a broken leg needs help to heal, and a broken mind is 

no different. Most would get treatment for a broken limb but neglect the mind.  For 

those lucky enough not to be sufferers and you see someone doing it tough, don’t be 
afraid to ask the question “Are You OK?” It might just be enough to make a 

difference in another’s life. 

 
Thanks to Carole Beck for this article. Carole is a regular contributor to The 

Australian Songwriter. 

http://www.abovetheblue.org/
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Above The Blue is supported by these wonderful sponsors: 

 

Album Tracks: 

1. Beautiful    Michael Bryers 

2. If You Have Love, You’ll Survive Brendan Nawrocki 

3. Above The Blue   Col Finley 

4. Elijah     Jen Mize 

5. Hold On To Your Brother  Andrew Laidlaw Jones 

6. Stronghold    Kevin Borich 

7. Soul Unravel    Kelly Cork 

8. Who Pays    Carolyna Lovely 

9. Winter Blues    Lou Bradley 

10.  Troubled Man    Richo Richardson 

11.  How Well Have You Loved?  Luke O’Shea 

12.  Email To Heaven   Nellie Donovan 

13.  The Cricketers Arms   Paddy McHugh and The Goldminers 

14.  Some Brighter Day   Tom Richter 
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The Load Out 

Want to add a bit of extra musical pizzaz to your lounge room? Then, check out 

these accessories! 
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Official Sponsors of the Australian Songwriters Association 
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About Us 
 

The Australian Songwriters Association Inc. is a national, not-for-profit, 

member organization, dedicated to the support of songwriters and their 

art, by providing avenues for encouragement and education of developing 

Australian songwriters, and recognition and promotion of our 
accomplished members. 
 

Aims of the Association 
 

 To celebrate the art of songwriting; 
 

 To assist and encourage developing Australian songwriters; 
 

 To provide information and general advice to members; 
 

 To create performance opportunities for members; 
 

 To aid the professional development of members; 
 

 To enable members to meet and/or exchange ideas and information 
 

 To facilitate member transition into the established music industry;  
 

 To facilitate delivery of member services at a National, State and Regional 

level; 
 

 To salute our best songwriters at major industry events such as our National 

Songwriting Awards Night. 
 

History of the ASA 
 

The Association was founded in Melbourne VIC in August 1979 by the late Tom Louch 

(1932-2009) and the late Rudy Brandsma (1944-1983), who saw the need for an 

organisation that would bring Australian songwriters together.  
 

Today the Association has a vibrant membership Australia-wide and enjoys an 

established and respected role within the music industry.  
 

The ASA’s membership is diverse and embraces and explores all genres of music. 
 

Contact Us 
  

Mail:   Locked Bag 18/178 Newtown NSW 2042 Australia 
 

Phone/Fax:  (02) 9516 4960 
 

Email:    asanationaloffice@asai.org.au 
 

Website:   www.asai.org.au 
 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/asamusicians 

   www.facebook.com/australiansongwritersassociation 
 

Youtube:  www.youtube.com/austsongwriters 
 

Patron:  Glenn A Baker 
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Life Members: Tom Louch, Rudy Brandsma, Russell Zimmer, Dominic Crea, 

Marie Murphy, Colleen Zulian, Alex Bialocki, Brian Henderson 

Ward and Kieran Roberts. 
 

Directors: 
 

Denny Burgess  Chairman 
 

Alan Gilmour  Vice Chairman, Public Officer, Financial Officer, Online Content 
Manager and Editor of The Australian Songwriter Magazine 

 

Clare Burgess  Director and Secretary 
 

Gary Luck   Director and Manager of Regional Co-Ordinators 
 

Regional Co-Ordinators 
 

Trevor Shard  Melbourne VIC  trevors@asai.org.au 
 

Matt Sertori  Hobart TAS   matts@asai.org.au 
 

Angelo Pash  Sydney NSW   angelop@asai.org.au 
 

Chris Whitington Newcastle NSW   chrisw@asai.org.au 
 

Kerrie Garside  Central Coast NSW  kerrieg@asai.org.au 
 

Wendy J Ford  Northern Rivers NSW  wendyjf@asai.org.au 
 

Mike Cardy  Perth WA   mikec@asai.org.au 
 

Melinda J Wells Dalby & Toowoomba QLD  melindajw@asai.org.au 
 

Hugh Brown  Brisbane QLD   hughb@asai.org.au 
 

Johnny Dee  Bribie Island QLD  johnnyd@asai.org.au 
 

Angelo Pash  Adelaide SA   angelop@asai.org.au 
 

Kieran Roberts Canberra ACT   kieranr@asai.org.au 
 

Webmaster: 
 

Dean Mackin, F1 Internet Services 
 

APRA/ASA Australian Songwriter of the Year 2015: 
 
    

Karen Guymer (VIC) 
 

Rudy Brandsma Award Winner 2015: 
 
    

George Begbie (TAS) 
 

PPCA Live Performance Award Winners 2015: 
 

Terry Bennetts (WA) and Imogen Clark (NSW) 

 
 

 

 

mailto:chrisw@asai.org.au
mailto:kerrieg@asai.org.au
mailto:johnnyd@asai.org.au
mailto:angelop@asai.org.au
mailto:kieranr@asai.org.au
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Australian Songwriters Hall of Fame:  
 

2015: Johnny Young 
 

2014: Kate Ceberano 
 

2013: Garth Porter (Sherbet) 
 

2012: Don Walker (Cold Chisel)  
 

2011: Steve Kilbey (The Church) 
 

2010: Richard Clapton 
 

2009: Ross Wilson (Daddy Cool, Mondo Rock) 
 

2008: Doc Neeson, John Brewster & Rick Brewster (The Angels) 
 

2007: Brian Cadd 
 

2006: Glenn Shorrock, Beeb Birtles & Graeham Goble (LRB)  
 

2005: Russell Morris 
 

2004: Harry Vanda, George Young & Stevie Wright (The Easybeats) 
 

Australian Songwriting Contest Award Winners 2015: 
 

 John Walsh and Imogen Clark (NSW) (Australia Category) 
 

 Robert McIntosh (NSW) (Ballad Category)  
 

 Anirban Banerjee (ACT) (Contemporary Pop/Dance Category) 
 

 Loren Steenkamp (SA) (Country Category- Joint) 
 

 John Greenwood (VIC) (Country Category- Joint) 
 

 Julia Michaels and Sven Tydeman (NSW) (Folk/Acoustic Category) 
 

 Terry Bennetts (WA) (Instrumental Category) 
 

 Coa Lopez (USA) (International Category) 
 

 Denise Silk (NSW) (Lyrics Category- Joint)  
 

 Charlie Cacciola (QLD) (Lyrics Category– Joint) 
 

 Karen Guymer (VIC) (Open Category) 
 

 Quentin Clark (QLD) (Rock/Indie Category) 
 

 Jason Greenwood (VIC) (Spiritual Category) 
 

 Stan Lenz (QLD) (Songs For Children Category) 
 

 Kayla Borg (VIC) (Youth Category) 
 

This publication is © 2016 by The Australian Songwriters Association Inc.,  

ABN 12 140 838 710, and may not be re-used without permission.  The 
views expressed in this magazine are the views of the writers and may not 

necessarily reflect the views of the ASA. The ASA acknowledges and thanks 

all sources from which information for this magazine was obtained. 


